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SUMMARY

The urban application of photovoltaics is necessary to achieve carbon-free elec-
tricity production. However, the serial connections within modules cause prob-
lems under partial shading conditions, which is inevitable in urban applications.
Therefore, a partial shading-tolerance photovoltaic module is needed. This
research introduces the small-area–high-voltage (SAHiV) module with rectangle
and triangle shapes for high partial shading tolerance and compares its perfor-
mance with conventional and shingled modules. We tested it with discrete and
continuous shading shape groups to represent unpredictable shading by simula-
tions using LTspice with Monte Carlo simulation combined with latin hypercube
sampling that were validated by comparison with experimental results. The SA-
HiV triangle module exhibited the best partial shading tolerance under most sce-
narios. Both types of SAHiV modules (rectangular and triangular) were robust
against all types of shading patterns and angles, as indicated by their stable
shading-tolerance values. These modules are thus suitable for use in urban areas.

INTRODUCTION

Photovoltaics (PV) have the potential to become a major source of electricity.1,2 The application of PV has

penetrated deeply into urban life, and the PV potential in buildings has been estimated to meet one-third

of the national electricity demand in most industrialized countries.3–6 Building-applied photovoltaics

(BAPVs) and building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPVs) will proliferate because of growing residential elec-

tricity costs and decreasing PV component costs.7 BAPV and BIPV can save land use in urban areas, which

are very limited and have high prices.6,8 BIPVmakes buildings become net zero consumption buildings and

even a source of income because of current problems with PV, namely the cost component related to elec-

tricity transport.8,9 However, data indicate that 70% of cars can run on solar energy, which makes vehicle-

integrated photovoltaic (VIPV) systems extremely promising.10,11 Thus, PV will play a critical role in energy

decarbonization, especially in densely populated areas.1,6,12

A shortcoming of integrated PV, including BAPV, BIPV, and VIPV systems is that modules in urban settings

can frequently or continuously all day long be subjected to shading caused by structures, such as buildings,

poles, antennas, dormers, trees, birds, and even passing objects (dynamic shading).7,8,13–15 Shading results

in substantial power loss by string mismatch, which can reduce energy yield by 20–25%.11,16,17 Shading

causes a reverse-biased solar cell that changes power, known as a ‘‘hotspot’’.18,19 Hotspots cause a tem-

perature increase in the cell to more than 100�C, which can damage the cell and cause a loss in output po-

wer of up to 25%.18–21 Power loss due to shading occurs mainly in modules connected in series (strings);

thus, the shading tolerance of a PV module can be increased by adding parallel interconnections (sub-

groups) or bypass diodes.13 However, adding a parallel interconnection will reduce the voltage of the

module.

Shingled modules are one of the proposed solutions to partial-shading power loss. Shingledmodules have

a better partial-shading tolerance than conventional modules.17,22 However, in some cases, power losses in

shingled modules can be greater than those in conventional modules.23 Bae et al.,22 Kunz et al.,23 andWen

et al.24 have shown that shingled modules exhibit excellent partial-shading tolerance in the horizontal

shading pattern but poor tolerance in the vertical shading pattern. This characteristic of shingled modules

will be a severe problem in urban applications. Klasen et al.25 proposed a shingled matrix module with

interconnection features and an additional lateral overlap of the solar cells. Matrix modules perform better

than shingled modules but produce the same power in horizontal and vertical shading patterns.25,26 Carr
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Figure 1. Main concept of small-area-high-voltage-photovoltaic module

(A) Shading scenarios in an urban environment. In urban scenarios, shading cannot be predicted because the shape of the

shadow will always change following the sun’s movement and because there are shadows of birds, leaves, and dust.

(B) Cell shape used in the present research. This research included four types of cells; conventional cells measuring

60 mm3 60 mm are divided horizontally into shingled cells (15 mm3 60 mm). The conventional cell is divided into 12 with

a rectangular shape, resulting in the SAHiV cell (15 mm 3 20 mm), and with a triangular shape, resulting in the SAHiV

triangle cell (30 mm 3 20 mm).

(C) Power output from conventional, shingled, and SAHiV modules under partial-shading conditions.
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et al.27 proposed using high-voltage modules, which divide cells into 16 units with one bypass diode to

improve shade tolerance, known as ‘‘TESSERA.’’ High-voltage modules can substantially increase annual

energy yields under shading conditions.7,28 Another benefit of high-voltage modules over conventional

modules is that they use lower currents, which enables the use of smaller cables and bypass diodes, thereby

lowering the cost of the materials.29 Hanifi et al.30 and Pannebakker et al.31 proposed one diode per cell to

prevent hotspots and increase the module’s performance under shading conditions. Still, there is power

dissipation in the diode and causing VMPP to change. At the PV Array level, there is an approach to do

PV Array configuration to handle partial shading, but it is challenging to apply for BAPV, BIPV, and VIPV,

which only use a few modules.15,32

The concept of high-voltage cells is suggested in the present paper to improve shade tolerance. We

propose a small-area–high-voltage (SAHiV) module as a pseudo-high-voltage module with rectangular

and triangular shapes. The SAHiV that we propose is in rectangular and triangular shapes so that it

can be applied according to the curvature of the area with flexible and stretchable solar cell technol-

ogy.33,34 We compare the shade-tolerance performance of a SAHiV with that of conventional and shin-

gled modules in discrete and continuous shading groups. We test the shade-tolerance performance of

the modules using Monte Carlo-based simulations and verification experiments with mini-modules. We

analyze the magnitude of the power output module generated by the module from 32,500 randomly

selected shading scenarios using latin hypercube sampling (LHS). Module performance under shading

conditions is compared with the average normalized power for partial shading. We also carry out

module analysis in shallow shadowing and heavy shadowing conditions. In addition, sensitivity to

shading patterns scenarios is analyzed to determine the modules’ performance in unpredictable

situations.

Small-area–high-voltage concept and simulation

Small-area–high-voltage concept

In urban environments, the use of PV modules with high partial-shading tolerance is critical because of un-

predictable shading conditions, as shown in Figure 1A. The partial-shading problem mainly occurs in

strings-connected cells because the current generated will follow the lowest current of the cell in that
2 iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023
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connection. It causes power loss and heat generation (i.e., a hotspot) that adversely affect the reliability and

lifetime of the cells affected by the shadow. Cells connected in parallel exhibit superior partial-shading

tolerance compared with cells connected in strings. Therefore, designing a module with a parallel connec-

tion is a fundamental solution to the partial-shading problem. However, themodule voltage will be very low

in a parallel connection. Designing a module with parallel connections of high-voltage and low-current

cells is a basic solution but is impossible with commercial solar cells. Pseudo-high-voltage cells provide

an alternative solution for modules with high partial-shading tolerance.

Small-area–high-voltage (SAHiV) is a concept we propose to fabricate pseudo-high-voltage low-current

cells. SAHiV cells are prepared by cutting conventional cells into 12 pieces, as shown in Figure 1B. We

made SAHiV cells with two shapes: rectangular and triangular. We connected 12 cells in strings to become

one subgroup to form a pseudo-high-voltage low-current cell with the same dimensions as a conventional

cell. We also configured one subgroup of SAHiV cells as a group-like strings connection in conventional

cells but with a parallel connection, making the resultant module more resistant to shadows. This design

differs from that of shingled cells, where a module is divided into four to six pieces arranged in strings

lengthwise and connected string subgroups to group with parallel connections to the side. The elongated

shape of the shingled module causes the generated power to be strongly affected by the shape of the

shadow. The difference compared to TESSERA is that we have an enlarged concept and give free shapes,

size, and connection topology; whereas TESSERA is rectangular, including an integrated bypass diode. So

SAHiV concept generalizes the idea to optimize the partial shading tolerance further. Figure 1C shows that

the SAHiV module can produce more power than conventional and shingled modules, potentially making

SAHiV modules suitable for use in urban areas.
Simulation methods for partial shading on photovoltaics modules

In the present study, we employ the two-diode model35,36 shown in Equation 1 with ideality factors of the

diode set to N0 = 1 and N1 = 2 (See Figure S1).

JðVÞ = Jph � J0

�
exp

�
q ðV + JRsÞ
N0kbT

�
� 1

�
� J1

�
exp

�
q ðV + JRsÞ
N1kbT

�
� 1

�
� V + JRs

Rsh
(Equation 1)

where V is the terminal voltage, Jph is the photogenerated current, J0 and J1 denote the saturation currents

of the first (D1) and second (D2) diode, respectively, q = 1.6 3 10�19 C is the electron charge, N0 and N1

denote the diode ideality factor of the first (D1) and second (D2) diode, respectively, kb = 1.38 3

10�23 J/K is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, Rs is the series resistance, and Rsh is shunt

resistance.

We simulated the output power results under shading situations using the LTspice circuit simulator. A

SPICE simulation (simulation program with integrated circuit emphasis) was performed because it can

rapidly simulate power output under any shade circumstances.25,37 The parameter values were derived

from the average measurement results for each solar cell size using the fitting method of Suckow

et al.38,39 (The detailed parameters are in Table S1).

We constructed modules with 12 cells connected in strings. The total active module area in all the modules

was 432 cm2; the width and length of the modules were 240 and 180 mm, respectively. First, we constructed

a conventional module with 12 string cells (cell size 60 mm 3 60 mm with a square shape), as shown in Fig-

ure 2A. In total, this module consisted of 12 conventional cells. Second, we constructed a shingled module

with four subgroup cells, where each subgroup cell consisted of 12 string cells (cell size 15 mm 3 60 mm

with a rectangular shape), as shown in Figure 2A. This module consisted of 48 shingled cells. Third, we con-

structed a SAHiV module with 12 subgroup cells, where each subgroup cell consisted of 12 string cells (cell

size 15 mm3 20 mm with a rectangular shape), as shown in Figure 2A. This module consisted of 144 SAHiV

cells. Fourth, we fabricated a SAHiV triangle module with 12 subgroup cells, where each subgroup cell con-

sisted of 12 string cells (cell size 30 mm 3 20 mm with the right-triangle shape) as shown in Figure 2A. This

module consisted of 144 SAHiV triangle cells.

Shading tests were carried out with two groups of shading scenarios: eight discrete shading scenarios and

five continuous shading scenarios. The discrete shading scenarios consisted of a rectangle, right triangle,

isosceles triangle, one-circle, two-circle, three-circle, four-circle, and five-circle shapes (The detailed pa-

rameters are in Tables S2–S9). The continuous shading scenarios consisted of diagonal shading with angles
iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023 3



Figure 2. Module layout and shading scenarios

(A) Module layout used in the present research.

(B) The shading shape scenarios in the present research: a rectangle and two circles are used for discrete shading; a

diagonal line with a 30� angle and a diagonal line with a random angle are used for continuous shading. (C) Difference

between standard random sampling and Latin hypercube sampling (LHS). In LHS, numbers are chosen randomly by

considering the multidimensional distribution.

(D) How Pan is calculated. The blue dot is the relative power generated under the shadow, and the red point is the power

generated under ideal conditions.
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of 0�, 30�, 60�, and 90� and a random angle. The shading parameter of shading was chosen by LHS. If

shading was outside the layout module, we only measured the shading inside the module area. We limited

the number of LHS parameter combinations to 2500. In total, we used more than 32,500 shading scenarios

(see Figures S2–S4 for details of the shading scenarios).

The discrete shading scenarios included several shapes of objects, including rectangles, triangles, and cir-

cles. In the case of circles, multiple shading objects were also simulated. Examples of discrete shading sce-

narios involving a rectangle and two circular shading shapes are shown in Figure 2B (for other discrete

shading scenarios, see Figure S2 and S3). The shading scenarios included the location and size of the

shading (see discrete shading scenarios parameter).

In continuous shading scenarios, we varied the shading angle from 0� to 30�, 60�, and 90� or a random

angle. This diagonal shading had three parameters: the starting coordinates of the diagonal shading

(x, y) and the width of the diagonal shading (Dwidth); parameters x, y, and Dwidth ranged from 0 to 240,

from 0 to 180, and from 0 to 300, respectively. Diagonal shading with a random angle had four parameters:

the starting coordinates of the diagonal shading (x, y), the angle (⍺), and the width of the diagonal shading

(Dwidth). The values of x, y, and Dwidth were fixed but ⍺ varied from 0� to 90�. Diagonal shading with an angle

of 30� and a random angle are shown in Figure 2B, and parameters are in Tables 1 and 2. Diagonal shading

scenarios with angles of 0�, 60�, and 90� are shown in the Supplemental information.

Under actual conditions, the shadow on a PV module cannot be predicted because of the unlimited num-

ber of scenarios. Consequently, we used Monte Carlo simulations in combination with LHS in the present

work to select the scenarios randomly. LHS is a statistical technique for producing a multidimensional
4 iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023



Table 1. Parameter limit for LHS of the diagonal shading scenarios with random angle

Parameter Lower limit Upper limit

x (mm) 0 240

y (mm) 0 180

⍺ (�/degree) 0 90

Dwidth (mm) 0 300
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distribution’s parameter values in a random sample. LHS is frequently used to create computer experi-

ments or Monte Carlo algorithms, which are computational algorithms that depend on repeated random

sampling to produce numerical results.40

The shading parameters in the present study were randomly selected using the LHS method developed by

Deutsch and Deutsch.41,42 LHS was used to distribute the shading scenario selection across numerous sce-

narios. The difference between LHS and standard random sampling is shown in Figure 2C. In LHS, random

value selection will consider the multidimensional distribution; thus, it is necessary to know the value of the

previous sample and the number of samples. In a standard random sample, new sample points are created

without considering the previous sample points.

We used the method of average normalized power for partial shading, as proposed by Klasen et al.,17 to

evaluate the performance of the PV modules. We made adjustments by setting the irradiation of the

shaded area to zero (ISO = 0) so that the lowest possible output was zero (Pmin = 0). The shading area frac-

tion (Ash) in Figure 2D is the ratio between the shading area (A) and the total PV module area (A0):

Ash =
A

A0
(Equation 2)

Pideal is a condition when the power output produced is ideal according to the assumption that PV modules

operate following irradiation equality. Pideal is expressed by Equation 3:

Pideal = Pmaxð1 � AshÞ (Equation 3)

where Pmax is the maximum power generated by the PV module when there is the shading fraction area is

zero (Ash = 0Þ.

The average normalized power for partial shading (PanÞ is described graphically in Figure 2D. Pan is calcu-

lated by measuring the area under PðAshÞ divided by the area under Pideal, where PðAshÞ is the normalized

power generated by the PV module when there is a shadow with area Ash. The value of Pan is calculated

using Equation 4, which is numerically worked out using the trapezoidal rule:

Pan =

R 1

0 PðAshÞ dAshR 1

0 Pideal dAsh

= 2

Z 1

0

PðAshÞ dAsh (Equation 4)

Validation of simulations by experiments

We validated our simulation method by comparing the simulation results with those of experiments. We

compared the results of the four modules we tested in the present work. Four modules, whose sizes are

shown in Figure 3A, were fabricated. Four cell sizes were used in the present study: 60 mm 3 60 mm cells

with a rectangular shape (conventional), 15 mm 3 60 mm cells with a rectangular shape (shingled),

15 mm 3 20 mm cells with a rectangular shape (SAHiV), and 30 mm 3 20 mm cells with a right-triangle
Table 2. Parameter limit for LHS of the diagonal line with angles of 0�, 30�, 60�, and 90� shading scenarios

Parameter Lower limit Upper limit

x (mm) 0 240

y (mm) 0 180

Dwidth (mm) 0 300

iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023 5



Figure 3. Validation of simulation by experiments

(A) Mini module layout used in the experiment to verify the simulation results.

(B) Example of shading scenarios used in the experiment. This scenario has rectangular and diagonal shading scenarios.

(C) Comparison of the experiment and simulation results. The left graph shows the results for the rectangle scenario, and

the right graph shows the results for the diagonal scenario.
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shape (SAHiV triangle). We fabricated all four of themodules to have active module areas of 144 cm2, with a

width of 120 mm and a length of 120 mm, that shown in Figure S5.

We conducted shading experiments under 1 sun irradiation using an AM1.5 spectrum in a solar simulator.

We conducted the experiments at 60�Cmodule temperature to prevent power fluctuations due to temper-

ature differences resulting from partial shading. We conducted measurements for each shading scenario

three times and compared the average with the simulation results. The power compared is the normalized

power.

We investigated seven discrete and continuous shading scenarios. For discrete shading scenarios, we

chose a rectangular shape, as shown in Figure 2B; the length and width of the rectangular cells are shown

in Table 3. For continuous shading scenarios, we chose a diagonal shape, as shown in Figure 3B; the width
Table 3. Shading dimensions for experiment scenario of rectangle shading

No Length (mm) Width (mm)

1 0 0

2 30 30

3 60 60

4 80 80

5 120 60

6 80 120

7 120 120

6 iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023



Table 4. Shading dimensions for experiment scenario of diagonal shading

No Width (mm)

1 0

2 20

3 40

4 60

5 80

6 100

7 170 (all)
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of the diagonal cells is shown in Table 4. In scenario 4, the rectangle shading has a length of 80 mm and

width of 80 mm, and the diagonal shading has a width of 60 mm, as shown in Figure 3B. In scenario 5,

the rectangle shading has a length of 120 mm and a width of 60 mm, and the diagonal shading has a width

of 80 mm, as shown in Figure 3B.

The results of the experiments and simulations are shown in Figure 3C. The left graph shows the results of

the rectangle shading scenarios, and the right graph shows the results of the diagonal shading scenarios. In

both scenarios, the simulation and experiment results are well matched, with a maximum error of 0.07. (I-V

Curve Comparison between Experiment and Simulation is shown in Figure S6).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Robustness of simulation

We investigated the robustness of the average normalized power for partial shading (Pan) using four sets of

shading patterns ranging from 10 to 2500 scenarios per data point. This aims to find out whether the simu-

lation is robust or not. Scenario selection is made using LHS independently by simulating several different

scenarios. We perform two tests to represent each group of scenarios. Discrete scenarios consist of a rect-

angle and two-circle shading. Continuous scenarios consist of diagonal shading with a random angle and

diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, as shown in Figure 4A.

In the discrete shading scenarios, our simulation shows that the results are stable when the number of sce-

narios is 150–200. When more than 200 rectangle shading scenarios are used, we observe Pan = 0.263 G

0.007 for the conventional layout, Pan = 0.629 G 0.005 for the shingled layout, Pan = 0.664 G 0.009 for

the SAHiV layout, and Pan = 0.666 G 0.008 for the SAHiV triangle layout. In the two-circle shading, we

observe Pan = 0.213 G 0.006 for the conventional layout, Pan = 0.652 G 0.007 for the shingled layout,

Pan = 0.620G 0.007 for the SAHiV layout, and Pan = 0.627G 0.007 for the SAHiV triangle layout. The ‘‘errors’’

for the selected data points refer to the standard deviations of the Pan values. On the basis of the trajectory

of the plotted data and the small errors, we deduced that Pan is a robust value when the number of sce-

narios is greater than 200.

In the continuous shading scenarios, our simulation results are stable when the number of scenarios is 400–

500. The Pan values larger than 500 in diagonal shading with a random angle, we observe Pan = 0.214 G

0.004 for the conventional layout, Pan = 0.415 G 0.012 for the shingled layout, Pan = 0.712 G 0.003 for

the SAHiV layout, and Pan = 0.744 G 0.002 for the SAHiV triangle layout. In the diagonal shading with an

angle of 30�, we observe Pan = 0.196 G 0.004 for the conventional layout, Pan = 0.289 G 0.002 for the shin-

gled layout, Pan = 0.674G 0.001 for the SAHiV layout, and Pan = 0.718G 0.001 for the SAHiV triangle layout.

We observe that Pan exhibits robust values for a small number of scenarios compared with considering

infinite scenarios for all shading scenarios. Robustness value checking is carried out to prove that the sam-

pling method used to obtain Pan (expected value) can show the actual average normalized power value for

partial shading. On the basis of the simulation results, we conclude that our simulation can be used to test

the behavior of partial shadows for the four module layouts.

Area graph of shading

We used an area graph of shading to determine the modules’ performance against various shapes and

sizes of shadows. Figure 4B shows the area graphs of shading for the rectangle shading, two-circle shading,
iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023 7



Figure 4. Robustness and results of simulation

(A) Robustness of the system. Testing is done by performing simulations ranging from 10 to 2500 scenarios.

(B) Area graphs of shading with a rectangle, two circles, a diagonal line with a 30� angle, and a diagonal line with a random

angle. Purple, blue, red, and green graphs represent the results for the conventional module, shingled module, SAHiV

module, and SAHiV triangle module, respectively. Each point in the graph represents one shading scenario.

(C) Graph of the Pan values. The left graph shows the results for the discrete shading group, and the right graph shows the

results for the continuous shading group.
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diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, and random-angle-of-shading scenario and the four module layouts

according to the legend of each layer (Another area graph of shading is shown in Figures S7–S9). Each data

point corresponds to a particular scenario.We chose 2500 points instead of 200 when the result was already

robust because we could observe the distribution of scenarios and understand the module layout’s fea-

tures more clearly.

In Figure 4B, the conventional modules have Pan = 0.271 for rectangle shading, Pan = 0.213 for two-circle

shading, Pan = 0.199 for diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, and Pan = 0.214 for diagonal shading

with a random angle. The point distribution of the conventional module shown in the graph has the

same features. The conventional module only produces power when the shading fraction area is less

than 0.2–0.3; at larger shading fraction areas, the module produces little power. This means the conven-

tional modules can only produce power when encountering a small shadow area. So, the conventional

module is not suitable for areas with partial shading. This phenomenon occurs under all the investigated

shading scenarios in Figures 4B and S7–S9.

Shingled modules have Pan = 0.630 for rectangle shading, Pan = 0.655 for two-circle shading, Pan = 0.289

for diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, and Pan = 0.421 for diagonal shading with a random angle. The

point distribution of the shingled module as shown in the graph exhibits different features among other

modules. The point distribution for the shingle module shows good features for the two-circle scenarios;

however, in diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, the features are similar to those of the conventional

module. In rectangle shading and diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, the point distribution is spread.

When the shading fraction area is 0.08, the normalized power produced is in the range of 0.00042–

0.87622. Another graph in Figures S7–S9 shows that the point distribution for the shingled module de-

pends on the shading shape. This means that the shingled module cannot be used with all types of

shadow scenarios. So that shingled modules are less suitable for urban areas that have shading in various

forms.

The SAHiV modules have Pan = 0.667 for rectangle shading, Pan = 0.627 for two-circle shading, Pan = 0.674

for diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, and Pan = 0.712 for diagonal shading with a random angle. The

SAHiV triangle modules have Pan = 0.668 for rectangle shading, Pan = 0.634 for two-circle shading, Pan =

0.717 for diagonal shading with an angle of 30�, and Pan = 0.734 for diagonal shading with a random angle.

The point distributions of the SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules as shown in the graph exhibit the same

features. Both modules exhibit good shading features in all the scenarios; however, the SAHiV triangle

module shows slightly better results than the SAHiV module. This shows that the SAHiV module suits urban

areas with unpredictable shadows. This phenomenon occurs in all the shading scenarios represented in

Figures 4B and S7–S9.
Average normalized power for partial shading (Pan) result by module layout

We compare the Pan values to find the average normalized power output of modules under partial shading.

Pan values are a statistical method used to evaluate module performance in dealing with partial shading.

The graph in Figure 4C shows the shading tolerance of the modules and the Pan values. The graph shows

that, in most of the shading scenarios, the SAHiV triangle demonstrates the best partial shading tolerance,

with a Pan that does not substantially change. In the case of two-circle shading, three-circle shading, and

diagonal shading with an angle of 90�, the shingled module demonstrates the best partial shading toler-

ance. However, among the investigated modules, the shingled module demonstrates the worst shading

performance under diagonal shading with an angle of 0�.

The Pan results indicate that the conventional module demonstrates the worst performance under

most scenarios. The Pan values for the conventional module range from 0.156 to 0.271 for discrete

shading and from 0.193 to 0.431 for continuous shading. For the shingled module, the Pan results

are unstable, ranging from 0.380 to 0.685 for discrete shading and from 0.126 to 0.974 for contin-

uous shading. The shingled module performs well in certain scenarios but is highly sensitive to the

shading shape and angle. This effect is evident in Figure 4C for shingled modules with very

different values.

In the case of the SAHiV module, the Pan shows good results, ranging from 0.529 to 0.701 for discrete

shading and from 0.674 to 0.756 for continuous shading. Likewise, the Pan shows good results for the SAHiV
iScience 26, 106745, June 16, 2023 9



Figure 5. Results for shallow shadowing and heavy shadowing

(A) The differences in shading scenarios of shallow shadowing (0–50%) and heavy shadowing (50–100%).

(B) Results corresponding to shallow shadowing (0–50%). The left graph shows the results for the discrete shading group,

and the right graph shows the results for the continuous shading group.

(C) Results corresponding to heavy shadowing (50–100%). The left graph shows the results for the discrete shading group,

and the right graph shows the results for the continuous shading group.
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triangle module, ranging from 0.543 to 0.707 for discrete shading and from 0.715 to 0.758 for continuous

shading. These results indicate that both the SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules are less sensitive to the

partial shading geometry. Both modules have Pan values in the range of 0.529–0.758; however, the SAHiV

triangle module exhibits better partial shading tolerance. SAHiV triangle performs slightly better than the

SAHiV rectangle, but in actual practice choosing SAHiV rectangle or triangle can be adjusted according to

the application’s needs.

When considering the distribution of each shading scenario in the area graph of shading, we find that the

shading areas with shallow shadowing (0–50%) and heavy shadowing (50–100%) lead to a different phe-

nomenon for each module. Figure 5A shows that if we divide the graph into shallow shadowing (0–50%)

and heavy shadowing (50–100%) regions, the shading scenarios have different data point distributions.

We calculate Pan for shallow and heavy shading to compare modules’ performance under both conditions

more clearly. The method used to calculate Pan is the same as when calculating the 0–100% shading area

with adjustment of the shading area divided into shallow shadowing (0–50%) and heavy shadowing

(50–100%):
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Panshallow shadowing = Pan1 =

R 0:5

0 PðAshÞ dAshR 0:5

0 Pideal dAsh

=
8

3

Z 0:5

0

PðAshÞ dAsh (Equation 5)
Pan heavy shadowing = Pan2 =

R 1

0:5 PðAshÞ dAshR 1

0:5 Pideal dAsh

= 8

Z 1

0:5

PðAshÞ dAsh (Equation 6)

For the conventional module under shallow shadowing (0–50%), Pan1 ranges from 0.208 to 0.362 for discrete

shading and from 0.257 to 0.567 for continuous shading. For the shingledmodule under shallow shadowing

(0–50%), Pan1 ranges from 0.491 to 0.732 for discrete shading and from 0.168 to 0.988 for continuous

shading. For the SAHiV module under shallow shadowing (0–50%), Pan1 ranges from 0.636 to 0.803 for

discrete shading and from 0.752 to 0.826 for continuous shading. For the SAHiV triangle module under

shallow shadowing (0–50%), Pan1 ranges from 0.650 to 0.809 for discrete shading and from 0.790 to 0.825

for continuous shading. Thus, the SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules show good partial shading tolerance

under shallow shadowing (0–50%). The SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules also show relatively stable

values in all scenarios compared to other modules.

For the conventional module under heavy shadowing (50–100%), Pan2 ranges from 0.000 to 0.007 for

discrete shading and from 0.000 to 0.024 for continuous shading. For the shingled module under heavy

shadowing (50–100%), Pan2 ranges from 0.047 to 0.543 for discrete shading and from 0.000 to 0.932 for

continuous shading. For the SAHiV module under heavy shadowing (50–100%), Pan2 ranges from 0.204 to

0.393 for discrete shading and from 0.439 to 0.549 for continuous shading. For the SAHiV triangle module

under heavy shadowing (50–100%), Pan2 ranges from 0.221 to 0.398 for discrete shading and from 0.482 to

0.556 for continuous shading. Thus, conventional modules produce almost zero power under all of the

shading scenarios involving heavy shadowing (50–100%), whereas the shingled module exhibits good par-

tial shading tolerance compared with other modules under discrete shading scenarios involving heavy

shadowing (50–100%). But the shingled module shows awful results for isosceles triangle shapes. In the

continuous shading scenarios, the SAHiV and SAHiV triangle module offers the best andmost stable results

than other modules. The SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules generally show the best results for shallow and

heavy shading.
Sensitivity to shading patterns scenarios

The distribution of shading scenarios exhibits a pattern in the area of the shading graph. We found

that the distribution of points on the shaded-area graph shows a different pattern among the modules

with different layouts. Figure 6A shows the patterns under different shading scenarios. Figure 6A is the

graph for the shingled module. The graph has a vertical pattern, which means that, with the same

shaded area, the power output of the module fluctuates widely. The right side of Figure 6A shows

a shading area fraction (AshÞ of �0.11. The normalized power varies from 0.0004 to 0.8799. This means

that when the shingled module is exposed to a shadow of about 11% of the module area, the power

module production can vary from 0.04% to 87.99% of the module’s maximum power. These phenom-

ena occur for the continuous shading shown in Figure 6B and for the discrete shading shown in Fig-

ure S11. Thus, the shingled module is highly sensitive to the shading angle and shape, which poses a

massive problem in real situations because we cannot predict shading shapes. In the case of the con-

ventional module shown in Figure 5A, the distribution of points on the shaded-area graph is similar to

the shingled module with a vertical pattern. The difference between conventional and shingled mod-

ules is that in conventional modules, after shading area fraction (AshÞ of more than 0.3, the power

output is almost 0.

Figure 6B shows the graph for the SAHiV module. The graph exhibits a horizontal pattern, which

means the module produces similar power when the shading area does not substantially change.

The right side of Figure 6B shows that the normalized power is � 0.74 when the shading area fraction

(AshÞ ranges from 0.10 to 0.20. This means the SAHiV module will generate around 74% of the

maximum power when covered in shadows of 10%–20% of the module area. This phenomenon occurs

in both continuous shading (Figure 6B) and discrete shading (Figure S11). These results indicate that

SAHiV modules are robust against changes in the shading shape as long as the shading area does not

dramatically change. This module feature is beneficial in real situations because shading shapes

cannot be predicted.
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Figure 6. Power shading pattern in diagonal shading shade

(A) Power shading pattern in the shingled module. The shingled module has horizontal patterns for which the shading shape and normalized power are

shown on the right side.

(B) Power shading pattern in the SAHiV module. The SAHiV module has a vertical pattern for which the shading shape and normalized power are shown on

the right side.
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Conclusion

Our results show that SAHiV is a meaningful approach for partial shading problems. Both SAHiV and

SAHiV triangle modules are less sensitive to the partial-shading geometry. Conversely, a shingled

module performs well in some scenarios but is very sensitive to the shading shape and angle. In

the conventional module case, the module is sensitive to various shading scenarios. We found that

the SAHiV triangle module demonstrates better partial shading tolerance under most of the investi-

gated scenarios.

We also found that shallow shadowing (0–50%) and heavy shadowing (50–100%) of the shading areas result

in different module behaviors. Under shallow shadowing (0–50%), the SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules

exhibit good partial shading tolerance. Under heavy shadowing (50–100%), the shingled module exhibits

good partial shading tolerance compared with the other modules under discrete shading scenarios,

whereas conventional modules produce almost zero power under all of the shading scenarios.

We further found that the modules are sensitive to the shading pattern. For the shingled module shown in

the horizontal shading pattern, the shading area power of the module fluctuates dramatically. This

pattern means that the shingled module is highly sensitive to shading shapes, which is problematic in

real situations because we cannot predict shading shapes. For the SAHiV and SAHiV triangle modules

in the vertical shading pattern, slight changes in the total shading area result in the same power. The SA-

HiV modules are robust against changes in the shading shape as long as the shading area is similar. The

results of this study indicate that the SAHiV module is very suitable for urban applications with unpredict-

able shadows and limited land. Under these conditions, the SAHiV module will increase its performance

by 1.5–3 times compared to conventional modules, maximizing electricity production. The adjustable SA-

HiV concept fits perfectly with BAPV, BIPV, and VIPV as electricity costs continue rising and PV component

prices continue declining. In addition, electricity can be used directly without enormous electricity trans-

mission costs. Our future work will focus on full-scale modules with a diode to elucidate the optimum

cell size.
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Limitations of the study

This study uses mini-sized photovoltaic modules in simulations and experiments and does not include di-

odes which make it different from commercially available photovoltaic modules. This simulation is also car-

ried out under ideal conditions that do not consider temperature changes, gaps between cells, and other

losses. The light conditions in this experiment are only no light (0 sun) or 1 sun condition, so there are no

light conditions, such as when sunlight is blocked by clouds, trees, and so on. The simulated shading sce-

narios are also very limited to the two-dimensional shapes, with only 2500 scenarios for each shape

compared to the unlimited number of shapes and forms of shading scenarios in the real application.
Discrete shading scenarios parameter

Rectangle shading has four parameters: start point of the rectangle shading (x, y), length, and width. X has a

parameter range from 0 to 240, and y has a parameter range from 0 to 180. Length and width are deter-

mined size of the shading, length has a parameter range from 0 to 240, and width has a parameter range

from 0 to 180. Figure 2B shows the shape of the rectangle shading shape and the parameter in Table S2.

Right-triangle shading has three parameters: start point of the right-triangle shading (x, y), and length. X

has a parameter range from 0 to 240, and y has a parameter range from 0 to 180. Length is determined

size of the shading with a parameter range from 0 to 420. Figure S2A shows the shape of the right-triangle

shading and the parameter in Table S3.

Isosceles triangle shading has three parameters: start point of the isosceles triangle shading (x, y), and

height. x has a parameter range from 0 to 240, and y has a parameter range from �120 to 180. Height is

determined size of the shading with a parameter range from 0 to 240. Figure S2B shows the shape of

the isosceles triangle shading and the parameter in Table S4.

One-circle shading has three parameters: the center point of the circle shading (a1, b1), and radius (r1). a1
has a parameter range from 0 to 240, and b1 has a parameter range from 0 to 180. r1 is the circle’s radius with

a parameter range from 0 to 160. Figure S3A shows one-circle shading shape, and the parameter is in

Table S5.

Two-circle shading has six parameters: the center point of the first circle shading (a1, b1), radius of first circle (r1Þ,
the center point of the second circle shading (a2, b2), and radius of second circle (r2). a1 and a2 have a parameter

range from 0 to 240. b1 and b2 have a parameter range from 0 to 180. r1 and r2 are the circle radii with a param-

eter range from 0 to 120. Figure 2B shows two-circle shading shapes and the parameter in Table S6.

We do other multiple-circle shadings that are three, four, and five-circle shading. Three-circle shading has

nine parameters: a1, b1, r1, a2, b2, r2, a3, b3, and r3. Four-circle shading has 12 parameters: a1, b1, r1, a2, b2, r2,

a3, b3, r3, a4, b4, and r4. Five-circle shading has 15 parameters: a1, b1, r1, a2, b2, r2, a3, b3, r3, a4, b4, r4; a5, b5,

and r5. The parameters are set similarly to two-circle shading scenarios but with different radius parame-

ters. Three-circle shading uses 0 to 100 for the radius parameter, four-circle shading use 0 to 90 for the

radius parameter, and five-circle shading use 0 to 80 for the radius parameter. Figures S3B–S3D show

shading shape, and Tables S7–S9 shows parameter for three, four, and five-circle shading scenarios,

respectively.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Solaris Smooth-On N/A

EpoxAcast 690 Smooth-On

Oxirane, 2,2’-((1-methylethylidene)bis(4,1-phenyleneoxymethylene))bis-,

homopolymer

25085-99-8

Polyoxypropylenediamine 9046-10-0

Software and algorithms

OriginPro 2019 Origin Lab https//originlab.com

Python Python Software Foundation https://www.python.org

LTspice Analog Devices https://www.analog.com

Other

MonoX 3D printer Anycubic N/A

UV Tough Resin Anycubic

(octahydro-4,7-methano-1H-indenediyl)bis(methylene) diacrylate 42594-17-2

Propylidynetrimethanol, ethoxylated, esters with acrylic acid 28961-43-5

diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide 75980-60-8

2-ethyl-2-[[(1-oxoallyl)oxy]methyl]-1,3-propanediyl diacrylate 15625-89-5

PERC Solar Cell Lightway Solar LWM5BB-PERC-223

Cu Wire Heesung Material HSE-02- SR34
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources, measurement procedures and data can be directed to the

lead contact, Dr. Seung I. Cha (sicha@keri.re.kr).
Materials availability

All photovoltaics, materials and chemicals could be available commercially.

Data and code availability

d All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d The codes are available on reasonable request from the lead contact.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

We fabricated the conventional module with four cells connected in strings (cell size 60 mm3 60 mmwith a

square shape), as shown in Figure 2A. In total, this module consisted of four conventional cells. The shin-

gled module was fabricated with four subgroup cells, where each consisting of four cells in strings (cell size

15 mm 3 60 mm with a rectangular shape), as shown in Figure 2A. This module consisted of 16 shingled

cells. We fabricated the SAHiV module with 12 subgroup cells, where each subgroup cell consisted of

four string cells (cell size 15 mm 3 20 mm with a rectangular shape), as shown in Figure 2A. This module

consisted of 48 SAHiV cells. The SAHiV triangle module was fabricated with 12 subgroup cells, where

each subgroup cell consisted of four string cells (cell size 30 mm 3 20 mm with the right-triangle shape),

as shown in Figure 2A. This module consisted of 48 SAHiV triangle cells.
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We used passivated emitter rear cells (LWM5BB-PERC-223, efficiency 22.5%; Lightway Solar, Guangdong,

China) with dimensions of 158.75 3 158.75 mm2; the cells were cut using a fiber laser. We used silicone

encapsulation rubber (Solaris; Smooth-On) as an encapsulant to replace ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA)

and glass, which are commonly used in solar cells, to prevent yellowing problems in the cells and improve

the solar cell performance. The frame for the cell was fabricated using an Anycubic Photon Mono X 3D

Printer with Anycubic UV Tough Resin material and was attached to the cell using EpoxAcast 690.
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